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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates to the field of mobile ter-
minal technology, and particularly to a multiway switch,
a radio frequency system, and a wireless communication
device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the widespread use of electronic devices
such as smart phones, the smart phone can support an
increasing number of applications and is becoming more
and more powerful. The smart phone is developing in a
diversified and personalized way, becoming indispensa-
ble electronic products in users’ life. In the fourth gener-
ation (4G) mobile communication system, the electronic
device generally adopts a single-antenna or dual-anten-
na radio frequency (RF) system architecture. Currently,
in a new radio (NR) system of the fifth generation (5G)
mobile communication system, an electronic device sup-
porting a four-antenna RF system architecture is pro-
posed.
[0003] US 2017195004 A1 discloses an antenna de-
vice applied to a mobile terminal and mobile terminal. An
antenna device applied to a mobile terminal comprises:
a plurality of wide-frequency antennas, a plurality of
switch arrays in the same number as the wide-frequency
antennas, and a controller; the wide-frequency antennas
are respectively disposed at different positions of the mo-
bile terminal, each switch array among the switch arrays
is connected with a different wide-frequency antenna
among the wide-frequency antennas, the switch arrays
are respectively connected with the controller; the con-
troller is configured to determine an antenna among the
four wide-frequency antennas which is available for a
preset use scenario when the mobile terminal is in the
preset use scenario; the switch array is configured to,
according to control of the controller, turn on the antenna
available for the preset use scenario among the wide-
frequency antennas connected to the switch array with
a radio frequency module.
[0004] Gao Xiang et al., "Multi-Switch for Antenna Se-
lection in Massive MIMO", 2015 IEEE Global Communi-
cations Conference (GLOBECOM), discloses a simpler
solution-binary switching architecture, which is subopti-
mal but provides better signal quality, as compared to
the full switching network. To evaluate the proposed tech-
nique, the sum-rate capacity when using several different
configurations of binary switching is compared with the
performance of the full switching. Full MIMO performance
obtained without antenna selection is also presented as
a reference. The investigations in this paper are all based
on measured channel data at 2.6 GHz, using a uniform
linear array and a cylindrical array, both having 128 an-
tenna elements.
[0005] US 2013308554 A1 discloses systems, meth-

ods, and apparatus for mobile transmit diversity. In one
aspect, a wireless communication apparatus is provided.
The wireless communication apparatus includes a plu-
rality of antennas. The wireless communication appara-
tus further includes a plurality of transmit circuits, each
transmit circuit of the plurality of transmit circuits being
configured to transmit according to a different radio ac-
cess technology. The wireless communication apparatus
further includes a controller configured to selectively
switch each of the transmit circuits of the plurality of trans-
mit circuits to transmit wireless communications via a cor-
responding one of the plurality of antennas based on pri-
ority levels of data for each of the transmit circuits and a
detected operating mode of the wireless communication
apparatus.

SUMMARY

[0006] The invention is defined in the independent
claim. Embodiments of the disclosure provide a multiway
switch, a radio frequency system, and a wireless com-
munication device, to implement a function of transmit-
ting a sounding reference signal (SRS) through four an-
tennas corresponding to four ports in turn (that is, four-
port SRS) of an electronic device in the fifth generation
new radio (5G NR).
[0007] According to a first aspect of embodiments of
the disclosure, a multiway switch is provided. The multi-
way switch includes n T ports and four P ports. At least
one of the n T ports is coupled with all of the four P ports,
where n is an integer and 4≤n.
[0008] The multiway switch is configured to be cou-
pled, through said T ports, with a radio frequency circuit
and, through said P ports, with an antenna system of a
wireless communication device to implement a preset
function of the wireless communication device. The an-
tenna system includes four antennas corresponding to
the four P ports. The preset function is a function of trans-
mitting an SRS through the four antennas in turn, wherein
each of the four P ports is configured to be coupled with
a corresponding antenna of the four antennas; the n T
ports comprise first T ports and second T ports, and
4≤n≤12; the first T ports are m T ports that at least support
a transmission function, and 0<m≤11; the second T ports
are T ports other than the first T ports and only support
a reception function; each of the first T ports is coupled
with the four P ports; and each of the second T ports is
coupled with only one of the four P ports and any two
second T ports at the same frequency band are coupled
with different P ports.
[0009] According to a second aspect of embodiments
of the disclosure, a radio frequency system is provided.
The radio frequency system includes an antenna system,
a radio frequency circuit, and a multiway switch coupled
with the radio frequency circuit and the antenna system.
[0010] The multiway switch includes n T ports and four
P ports, at least one of the n T ports is coupled with all
of the four P ports, and n is an integer and 4≤n. The
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antenna system includes four antennas corresponding
to the four P ports. The multiway switch is configured
implement a preset function of transmitting an SRS
through the four antennas in turn.
[0011] According to a third aspect of embodiments of
the disclosure, a wireless communication device is pro-
vided. The wireless communication device includes an
antenna system, a radio frequency transceiver, a radio
frequency circuit coupled with the radio frequency trans-
ceiver, and a multiway switch coupled with the radio fre-
quency circuit and the antenna system.
[0012] The multiway switch includes n T ports and four
P ports, at least one of the n T ports is coupled with all
of the four P ports, and n is an integer and 4≤n. The
antenna system includes four antennas corresponding
to the four P ports. The multiway switch is configured to
support a function of transmitting an SRS through the
four antennas in turn

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] To describe technical solutions in embodiments
of the present disclosure or in the related art more clearly,
the following briefly introduces the accompanying draw-
ings required for describing the embodiments or the re-
lated art. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the
following description only illustrate some embodiments
of the present disclosure. Those of ordinary skill in the
art may also obtain other drawings based on these ac-
companying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
a multiway switch according to an embodiment of
the disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
a 4P4T full-coupling switch according to an embod-
iment of the disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
a 4P4T simplified switch according to an embodi-
ment of the disclosure.
FIG. 4A is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
a radio frequency circuit of an electronic device ac-
cording to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 4B is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
a multiway switch of an electronic device according
to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 5A is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
another radio frequency circuit of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 5B is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
another multiway switch of an electronic device ac-
cording to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 6A is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
yet another radio frequency circuit of an electronic
device according to an embodiment of the disclo-
sure.
FIG. 6B is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
yet another multiway switch of an electronic device

according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 7A is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
still another radio frequency circuit of an electronic
device according to an embodiment of the disclo-
sure.
FIG. 7B is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
still another multiway switch of an electronic device
according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 8A is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
still another radio frequency circuit of an electronic
device according to an embodiment of the disclo-
sure.
FIG. 8B is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
still another multiway switch of an electronic device
according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 9A is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
still another radio frequency circuit of an electronic
device according to an embodiment of the disclo-
sure.
FIG. 9B is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
still another multiway switch of an electronic device
according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 10A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 10B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 11A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 11B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 12A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 12B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 13A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 13B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 14A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 14B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 15A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
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ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 15B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 16A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 16B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 17A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 17B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 18A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 18B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 19A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 19B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 20A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 20B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 21A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 21B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 22A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure.
FIG. 22B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 23A is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another radio frequency circuit of an elec-
tronic device according to an embodiment of the dis-

closure.
FIG. 23B is a schematic structural diagram illustrat-
ing still another multiway switch of an electronic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 24 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
an antenna system of an electronic device according
to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 25 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
another antenna system of an electronic device ac-
cording to an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 26 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
a radio frequency system according to an embodi-
ment of the disclosure.
FIG. 27 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
a wireless communication device according to an
embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram illustrating a wireless
charging receiver for multiplexing an antenna of a
wireless communication device according to an em-
bodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 29 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
a loop array antenna including four antennas accord-
ing to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] Technical solutions in embodiments of the
present disclosure will be described clearly and com-
pletely hereinafter with reference to the accompanying
drawings described in the previous chapter. Apparently,
the described embodiments are merely some rather than
all embodiments of the present disclosure. All other em-
bodiments obtained by those of ordinary skill in the art
based on the embodiments of the present disclosure
without creative efforts shall fall within the protection
scope of the present disclosure.
[0015] The terms "first", "second", and the like used in
the specification, the claims, and the accompany draw-
ings of the present disclosure are to distinguish different
objects rather than describe a particular order. The terms
"include", "comprise", and "have" as well as variations
thereof are intended to cover non-exclusive inclusion.
For example, a process, method, system, product, or ap-
paratus including a series of steps or units is not limited
to the listed steps or units. Instead, it can optionally in-
clude other steps or units that are not listed; alternatively,
other steps or units inherent to the process, method,
product, or device can also be included.
[0016] The term "embodiment" or "implementation" re-
ferred to herein means that a particular feature, structure,
or characteristic described in conjunction with the em-
bodiment may be contained in at least one embodiment
of the present disclosure. The phrase appearing in vari-
ous places in the specification does not necessarily refer
to the same embodiment, nor does it refer to an inde-
pendent or alternative embodiment that is mutually ex-
clusive with other embodiments. It is explicitly and im-
plicitly understood by those skilled in the art that an em-
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bodiment described herein may be combined with other
embodiments.
[0017] The electronic device involved in the embodi-
ments of the present disclosure may include various
handheld devices, in-vehicle devices, wearable devices,
computing devices that have wireless communication
functions or other processing devices connected to the
wireless modem, as well as various forms of user equip-
ments (UE), mobile stations (MS), terminal devices, and
the like. For the convenience of description, the above-
mentioned devices are collectively referred to as an elec-
tronic device.
[0018] At present, sounding reference signal (SRS)
transmission via four antennas switching of a mobile
phone is a mandatory option for China mobile commu-
nications corporation (CMCC) in the China mobile fifth
generation (5G) Scale Test Technical White
Paper_Terminal, which is optional in the 3rd generation
partnership project (3GPP). Its main purpose is for a base
station to determine quality and parameters of four chan-
nels via measuring uplink signals of the four antennas of
the mobile phone, to perform a beamforming of a down-
link massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO) antenna ar-
ray on the four channels according to a channel reciproc-
ity, and finally to obtain the best data transmission per-
formance for a downlink 4x4 MIMO.
[0019] In order to satisfy requirements of SRS trans-
mission via four antennas switching, embodiments of the
present disclosure provide a radio frequency architecture
based on a simplified 4PnT antenna switch. Compared
with a 3P3T/DPDT/multiway small switch switching
scheme, the present switching scheme can reduce the
number of series switches in each path (all or part of
switches are integrated into the 4PnT switch), thereby
reducing link loss and optimizing the overall transmission
and reception performance of the terminal. The embod-
iments of the present disclosure are described in detail
below.
[0020] FIG. 1 is a schematic structural diagram illus-
trating a multiway switch 10 according to an embodiment
of the disclosure. The multiway switch 10 includes n T
ports and four P ports. At least one of the n T ports is
coupled with all of the four P ports (that is, fully-coupled),
where n is an integer greater than or equal to 4, 4≤n. The
multiway switch 10 is applicable to an electronic device
100. The electronic device 100 includes an antenna sys-
tem 20 and a radio frequency circuit 30. The antenna
system 20 includes four antennas. The four antennas
correspond to the four P ports; specifically, the four an-
tennas and the four P ports are in one-to-one correspond-
ence.
[0021] The multiway switch 10 is configured to be cou-
pled with the radio frequency circuit 30 and the antenna
system 20 to implement a preset function of the electronic
device 100. The preset function is a function of transmit-
ting an SRS through the four antennas in turn, which can
be understood as a four-port SRS function.
[0022] "P port" in the disclosure is the abbreviation of

"pole port", which refers to ports coupled with antennas
of the multiway switch. "T port" in the disclosure is the
abbreviation of "throw port", which refers to ports coupled
with radio frequency modules of the multiway switch. The
multiway switch is a 4P4T switch for example. As illus-
trated in FIG.2 for example, the four P ports are P port
1, P port 2, P port 3, and P port 4.
[0023] The concept of coupling, full coupling, or other
kinds of coupling between the T ports and the P ports of
the multiway switch described in the embodiments of the
disclosure refers to a state in which the T ports are cou-
pled with the P ports through first switch transistors. One
T port or one P port may be one port of a second switch
transistor. The first switch transistors are configured to
control a unidirectional conduction state between the T
ports and the P ports (including a unidirectional conduc-
tion state from the T ports to the P ports and a unidirec-
tional conduction state from the P ports to the T ports).
The first switch transistor can be, for example, a switch
array including three metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)
transistors. When the first switch transistor is disconnect-
ed and not grounded, parasitic parameters will greatly
affect performance of other connected ports. Therefore,
the first switch transistor is implemented with three MOS
transistors, where the three MOS transistors can be in a
common source connection, that is, coupled at a com-
mon source. When the first switch transistor is discon-
nected, two MOS transistors at two ends are disconnect-
ed and one MOS transistor in the middle is grounded.
The second switch transistor is configured to enable a
corresponding port (T port or P port) and can be, for ex-
ample, a MOS transistor. The specific configurations of
the first switch transistor and the second switch transistor
are not limited herein. As one implementation, the elec-
tronic device can control paths between the T ports and
the P ports to switch on through the first switch transis-
tors. As one implementation, the electronic device can
be provided with a dedicated controller to be coupled with
switch transistors of the multiway switch.
[0024] The expression of "transmitting an SRS through
the four antennas corresponding to the four P ports in
turn" refers to a process in which the electronic device
interacts with a base station based on polling mechanism
to determine quality of an uplink channel corresponding
to each antenna.
[0025] The electronic device may be a mobile phone
or other terminal devices supporting the fifth generation
new radio (5G NR), such as a customer premise equip-
ment (CPE) or a mobile wireless-fidelity (MIFI).
[0026] As at least one of the n T ports is fully coupled
with the four P ports and other T ports are only coupled
with one fixed antenna for receiving, the number of built-
in field-effect transistors (FET), volume, and cost of the
4PnT switch can be reduced and performance can be
improved. Details will be described hereinafter.
[0027] For example, assume n=4 (that is, the multiway
switch includes four T ports, i.e., T port 1, T port 2, T port
3, and T port 4) and the multiway switch includes field-
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effect transistors; among the four T ports, if each T port
is fully coupled with the four P ports, as illustrated in FIG.
2 of a schematic structural diagram of the multiway
switch, the number of the field-effect transistors of the
multiway switch is 4+4∗4∗3+4=56; if only one T port is
coupled with the four P ports, as illustrated in FIG. 3 of
a schematic structural diagram of the multiway switch,
the number of the field-effect transistors of the multiway
switch is 4+ (1∗4)+(4-1)∗1)∗3+4=29.
[0028] For another example, assume n=5 (that is, the
multiway switch includes five T ports) and the multiway
switch includes field-effect transistors; among the five T
ports, if each T port is fully coupled with the four P ports,
the number of the field-effect transistors of the multiway
switch is 5+5∗4∗3+4=69; if only one T port is coupled with
the four P ports, the number of the field-effect transistors
of the multiway switch is 5+(1∗4+(5-1)∗1)∗3+4=33.
[0029] In addition, the electronic device further in-
cludes a radio frequency transceiver. The radio frequen-
cy transceiver is coupled with the radio frequency circuit
and constitutes a radio frequency system of the electronic
device together with the radio frequency circuit, the mul-
tiway switch, and the antenna system.
[0030] By limiting the number of T ports that are fully
coupled with the four P ports (in other words, full-coupling
T ports), the number of switches of the radio frequency
system of the electronic device can be effectively re-
duced. That is to say, the number of full-coupling T ports
has a great influence on performance of the radio fre-
quency system.
[0031] In this implementation, the electronic device in-
cludes the antenna system, the radio frequency circuit,
and the multiway switch. The antenna system includes
the four antennas and the multiway switch includes the
n T ports and the four P ports. The multiway switch is
configured to be coupled with the radio frequency circuit
and the antenna system to implement the preset function
of the electronic device, the preset function relates to
transmitting an SRS through the four antennas corre-
sponding to the four P ports in turn, such as based on a
polling scheme, and can be comprehended as a four-
port SRS.
[0032] In one possible implementation, 4≤n≤12. Each
of the four P ports is coupled with a corresponding an-
tenna, specifically, one P port is coupled with one anten-
na and any two P ports are coupled with different anten-
nas. The n T ports include first T ports and second T
ports. The first T ports are m T ports that at least support
a transmission function, and 0<m≤11. The second T ports
are T ports other than the first T ports and only support
a reception function or signal reception function. Thus,
the n T ports include m first T ports and (n-m) second T
ports. Each first T port is coupled with the four P ports.
Each second T port is coupled with one of the four P
ports. Among the second T ports, any two T second ports
at the same frequency band are coupled with different P
ports.
[0033] When the electronic device is in a downlink 4∗4

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) mode, T ports and
P ports in four downlink channels at the same frequency
band are in one-to-one correspondence.
[0034] Considering that, in the 5G NR, the electronic
device is at most operable in a dual-frequency uplink
UL2∗2 MIMO and downlink DL4∗4 MIMO (simplified as
a dual-frequency dual-transmit mode, the related de-
scriptions will be similarly simplified hereinafter), that is,
logically corresponds to eight signal receive paths and
four signal transmit paths, which means that twelve T
ports are included at most, accordingly, the value of n is
less than or equal to 12.
[0035] The expression of "at least supporting the trans-
mission function" refers to supporting a transmission-re-
ception function (that is, a signal transmission-reception
function) or supporting the transmission function. The
number of the second T ports is greater than or equal to 1.
[0036] In this implementation, since the multiway
switch includes the first T ports and the second T ports
and the number of the second T ports is not 0, compared
with a configuration in which all T ports are fully coupled
with P ports, for the multiway switch provided herein, the
number of switches is reduced. That is, the number of
the switches of transmit paths and/or receive paths of
the radio frequency system of the electronic device can
be reduced, thereby reducing path loss, improving trans-
mit power/sensitivity, data transmission rate in the 5G
NR, and uplink and downlink coverage of the mobile
phone, and reducing power consumption and cost.
[0037] As mentioned before, 4≤n ≤ 12 and 0<m≤11,
with the understanding that the principles of the technical
schemes provided herein can apply more generally to
any possible configuration of T pots and P ports, n and
m can have multiple possible values without conflict. The
following aspects of the disclosure contribute to the ad-
vantages of the disclosure and each will be described in
detail.
[0038] Terms referred to herein will be given below.
[0039] Single-frequency single-transmit mode: refer to
an operating mode in which the electronic device can
support single frequency band-one uplink (UL) transmit
path or single frequency band-four downlink (DL) receive
paths.
[0040] Dual-frequency single-transmit mode: refer to
an operating mode in which the electronic device can
support dual frequency band-one UL transmit path or du-
al frequency band-four DL receive paths.
[0041] Single-frequency dual-transmit mode: refer to
an operating mode in which the electronic device can
support single frequency band-two UL transmit paths or
single frequency band-four DL receive paths.
[0042] Dual-frequency dual-transmit mode: refer to an
operating mode in which the electronic device can sup-
port dual frequency band-two UL transmit paths or dual
frequency band-four DL receive paths.
[0043] 4PnT, n is an integer and 4≤n≤12: refer to a
specific multiway switch configuration in which the muti-
way switch is structured to have four P ports and n T ports.
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[0044] In one possible implementation, n=4 and m=1
(that is, the multiway switch includes four T ports and one
first T port). The electronic device is operable in at least
one mode of: the single-frequency single-transmit mode
and the dual-frequency single-transmit mode.
[0045] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the single-frequency single-transmit mode, the elec-
tronic device logically includes four receiver circuits (can
be comprehended as a circuit for receiving and/or
processing signals) and one transmitter circuit (can be
comprehended as a circuit for transmitting and/or
processing signals). Since n=4 and m=1, the number of
field-effect transistors corresponding to the multiway
switch is 4+ (1∗4+ (4-1)∗1)∗3+4=29. The one transmitter
circuit can correspond to one first port that supports the
transmission-reception function and the one first port is
coupled with one first T port of the multiway switch. In
addition, one of the four receiver circuits can be integrat-
ed with the one transmitter circuit to be coupled with the
one first port, and the remaining three receiver circuits
correspond to (in one-to-one correspondence with) three
second ports that only support the reception function,
where each second port is coupled with a corresponding
second T port of the multiway switch. In this case, a sche-
matic structure of a corresponding radio frequency circuit
is illustrated in FIG. 4A and a schematic structure of a
corresponding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 4B.
The receiver circuit may include a low noise amplifier
(LNA) and a filter, where the LNA is coupled with the filter
and the LNA has an output port that is coupled with the
radio frequency transceiver. The transmitter circuit may
include a power amplifier (PA), a filter, and a coupler (or
a power coupler). The receiver circuit and the transmitter
circuit can be integrated into a transceiver circuit (can be
comprehended as a circuit for transmitting, receiving,
and/or processing signals) through a single-pole double-
throw (SPDT) switch. That is, an input port of the LNA
and an output port of the PA are coupled with the SPDT
switch. The SPDT switch is coupled with the filter and
the filter is in turn coupled with the power coupler, where
the power coupler is provided with the one first port cou-
pled with the one first T port. "NR Band Nx" indicates a
first frequency band supported by the electronic device
in the 5G NR. "NR Band Ny" indicates a second frequency
band supported by the electronic device in the 5G NR.
"TRX" represents a first T port that supports the trans-
mission-reception function. "TX" represents a first T port
that supports the transmission function. "RX" represents
a second T port supporting the reception function.
[0046] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes eight receiver circuits and two
transmitter circuits. Since n=4 and m=1, the two trans-
mitter circuits can be integrated to be coupled with one
first port that supports the transmission-reception func-
tion and the one first port is coupled with one first T port
of the multiway switch. In addition, two of the eight re-
ceiver circuits can be integrated into the foregoing one

first port; the remaining six receiver circuits are divided
into three groups, where each group includes two receiv-
er circuits at different frequency bands and corresponds
to one second port that only supports the reception func-
tion, and each second port is coupled with one second
T port of the multiway switch. In this case, a schematic
structure of a corresponding radio frequency circuit is
illustrated in FIG. 5A and a schematic structure of a cor-
responding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 5B. Two
transceiver circuits can be integrated into a transceiver
integrated circuit (can be comprehended as an integrated
circuit for transmitting, receiving, and/or processing sig-
nals) through a single-pole double-throw switch, and
share a power coupler. That is, a filter of each of the two
transceiver circuits is coupled with the power coupler,
the power coupler is coupled with a single-pole double-
throw switch, and one port of the single-pole double-
throw switch is used as the one first port to be coupled
with the one first T port. The specific configuration of the
transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit, and definitions
related to the multiway switch are similar to the foregoing
embodiments and will not be described herein again. In
addition, it can be understood that, the exemplary match-
ing manner of the radio frequency circuit and the multiway
switch includes but is not limited to the structure of the
drawings.
[0047] It can be seen that for the case where n=4 and
m=1, the multiway switch of the embodiment of the dis-
closure can enable the electronic device to be operable
in the single-frequency single-transmit mode and/or the
dual-frequency single-transmit mode. It is beneficial to
simplifying the radio frequency (RF) architecture of the
electronic device supporting four-port SRS switching in
the 5G NR, reducing the number of switches in transmit
paths and receive paths and reducing path loss, thereby
improving transmit power/sensitivity, data transmission
rate in the 5G NR, and uplink and downlink coverage of
the mobile phone, and reducing power consumption.
[0048] In one possible implementation, n=4 and m=2
or 3 (that is, the multiway switch includes four T ports
and two or three first T ports). The electronic device is
operable in at least one mode of: the single-frequency
single-transmit mode, the single-frequency dual-transmit
mode, the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, and the
dual-frequency dual-transmit mode.
[0049] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the single-frequency dual-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes four receiver circuits and two
transmitter circuits. Since n=4 and m=2, the number of
field-effect transistors corresponding to the multiway
switch is 4+ (2∗4+ (4-2)∗1)∗3+4=38. The two transmitter
circuits correspond to (in one-to-one correspondence
with) two first ports that support the transmission-recep-
tion function, and each first port is coupled with one first
T port of the multiway switch. In addition, among the four
receiver circuits and the two transmitter circuits, one re-
ceiver circuit and one transmitter circuit can be integrated
to be coupled with a corresponding first port, and another
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receiver circuit and the other transmitter circuit can be
integrated to be coupled with another corresponding first
port; the remaining two receiver circuits correspond to
(in one-to-one correspondence with) two second ports
that only support the reception function, where each sec-
ond port is coupled with a corresponding second T port
of the multiway switch. In this case, a schematic structure
of a corresponding radio frequency circuit is illustrated in
FIG. 6A and a schematic structure of a corresponding
multiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 6B. The specific con-
figuration of the transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit,
and definitions related to the multiway switch are similar
to the foregoing embodiments and will not be described
herein again. In addition, it can be understood that, the
matching manner of the above radio frequency circuit
and the multiway switch includes but is not limited to the
structure of the drawing, and is merely an example here-
in.
[0050] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode, the electronic
device logically includes eight receiver circuits and four
transmitter circuits. Since n=4 and m=2, the four trans-
mitter circuits are divided into two groups, where each
group includes two transmitter circuits at different fre-
quency bands and corresponds to one first port that sup-
ports the transmission-reception function, and each first
port (two first ports in total) is coupled with one first T port
of the multiway switch. The eight receiver circuits are
divided into four groups, with each group including two
receiver circuits at different frequency bands. Among the
four groups of receiver circuits, one group of receiver
circuits and one of the two groups of transmitter circuits
are integrated to be coupled with one first port of the two
first ports, and another group of receiver circuits and the
other one of the two groups of transmitter circuits are
integrated to be coupled with the other one first port of
the two first ports; the remaining two groups of receiver
circuits correspond to (in one-to-one correspondence
with) two second ports that only support the reception
function, and each second port is coupled with one sec-
ond T port of the multiway switch. In this case, a sche-
matic structure of a corresponding radio frequency circuit
is illustrated in FIG. 7A and a schematic structure of a
corresponding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 7B.
Two receiver circuits can be integrated into a receiver
integrated circuit(can be comprehended as an integrated
circuit for receiving and processing signals) through a
SPDT switch, and one port of the SPDT switch is used
as one of the two second ports to be coupled with a cor-
responding second T port. Two receiver circuits of each
receiver integrated circuit are operable at different fre-
quency bands. The specific configuration of the transmit-
ter circuit and the receiver circuit, and definitions related
to the multiway switch are similar to the foregoing em-
bodiments and will not be described herein again. In ad-
dition, it can be understood that, the matching manner
of the above radio frequency circuit and the multiway
switch includes but is not limited to the structure of the

drawing, and is merely an example herein.
[0051] It can be concluded that for the case where n=4
and m=2 or 3, the multiway switch of the embodiment of
the disclosure can enable the electronic device to be op-
erable in the single-frequency single-transmit mode, the
single-frequency dual-transmit mode, the dual-frequen-
cy single-transmit mode, or the dual-frequency dual-
transmit mode. It is beneficial to simplifying the RF archi-
tecture of the electronic device supporting four-port SRS
switching in the 5G NR, reducing the number of switches
in transmit paths and receive paths and reducing path
loss, thereby improving transmit power/sensitivity, data
transmission rate in the 5G NR, and uplink and downlink
coverage of the mobile phone, and reducing power con-
sumption.
[0052] As can be seen, for the transmit paths and the
receive paths of the radio frequency system of the elec-
tronic device, the transmit paths can include one single
independent switch (a 4P4T switch) or two independent
switches (a SPDT switch and a 4P4T switch), and the
receive paths can include one single independent switch
(a 4P4T switch) or two independent switches (a SPDT
switch and a 4P4T switch). That is to say, by integrating
more switch functions of the transmit paths and the re-
ceive paths of the radio frequency system into the 4P4T
switch, the number of independent switches of the trans-
mit paths and the receive paths can be effectively re-
duced.
[0053] In one possible implementation, n=5 and m=1
(that is, the multiway switch includes five T ports and one
first T port). The electronic device is operable in the sin-
gle-frequency single-transmit mode and the dual-fre-
quency single-transmit mode.
[0054] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the single-frequency single-transmit mode, the elec-
tronic device logically includes four receiver circuits and
one transmitter circuit. Since n=5 and m=1, the one trans-
mitter circuit corresponds to a first port that supports the
transmission-reception function and the first port is cou-
pled with one first T port of the multiway switch. In addi-
tion, the four receiver circuits correspond to (in one-to-
one correspondence with) four second ports, where each
second port is coupled with one second T port of the
multiway switch. In this case, a schematic structure of a
corresponding radio frequency circuit is illustrated in FIG.
8A and a schematic structure of a corresponding multi-
way switch is illustrated in FIG. 8B. The specific config-
uration of the transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit,
and definitions related to the multiway switch are similar
to the foregoing embodiments and will not be described
herein again. In addition, it can be understood that, the
matching manner of the above radio frequency circuit
and the multiway switch includes but is not limited to the
structure of the drawing, and is merely an example here-
in.
[0055] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes eight receiver circuits and two
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transmitter circuits. Since n=5 and m=1, the two trans-
mitter circuits can be integrated to be coupled with a first
port and the first port is coupled with a first T port of the
multiway switch. In addition, the eight receiver circuits
are divided into four groups. Each group includes two
receiver circuits at different frequency bands and corre-
sponds to one second port that only supports the recep-
tion function, and each second port is coupled with one
second T port of the multiway switch. In this case, a sche-
matic structure of a corresponding radio frequency circuit
is illustrated in FIG. 9A and a schematic structure of a
corresponding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 9B.
Two transmitter circuits can be integrated into a trans-
mitter integrated circuit (can be comprehended as an in-
tegrated circuit for transmitting and processing signals)
through a SPDT switch and share a power coupler, and
one port of the SPDT switch is used as the first port to
be coupled with the first T port. The specific configuration
of the transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit, and def-
initions related to the multiway switch are similar to the
foregoing embodiments and will not be described herein
again. In addition, it can be understood that, the matching
manner of the above radio frequency circuit and the mul-
tiway switch includes but is not limited to the structure of
the drawing, and is merely an example herein.
[0056] It can be found that for the case where n=5 and
m=1, the multiway switch of the embodiment of the dis-
closure can enable the electronic device to be operable
in the single-frequency single-transmit mode or the dual-
frequency single-transmit mode. It is beneficial to simpli-
fying the RF architecture of the electronic device sup-
porting four-port SRS switching in the 5G NR, reducing
the number of switches in transmit paths and receive
paths and reducing path loss, thereby improving transmit
power/sensitivity, data transmission rate in the 5G NR,
and uplink and downlink coverage of the mobile phone,
and reducing power consumption.
[0057] In one possible implementation, n=5 and m=2,
3, or 4 (that is, the multiway switch includes five T ports
and two, three, or four first T ports). The electronic device
is operable in at least one mode of: the single-frequency
single-transmit mode, the single-frequency dual-transmit
mode, the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, and the
dual-frequency dual-transmit mode.
[0058] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes eight receiver circuits and two
transmitter circuits. Since n=5 and m=2, the two trans-
mitter circuits correspond to (in one-to-one correspond-
ence with) two first ports and each first port is coupled
with one first T port of the multiway switch. In addition,
among the eight receiver circuits, one receiver circuit and
one of the two transmitter circuits can be integrated to
be coupled with one of the two first ports, and another
receiver circuit and the other one of the two transmitter
circuits can be integrated to be coupled with the other
one of the two first ports; the remaining six receiver cir-
cuits are divided into three groups, where each group

includes two receiver circuits at different frequency bands
or includes only one receiver circuit, besides, each group
corresponds to one second port that only supports the
reception function, and each second port is coupled with
a second T port of the multiway switch. In this case, a
schematic structure of a corresponding radio frequency
circuit is illustrated in FIG. 10A and a schematic structure
of a corresponding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG.
10B. The specific configuration of the transmitter circuit
and the receiver circuit, and definitions related to the mul-
tiway switch are similar to the foregoing embodiments
and will not be described herein again. In addition, it can
be understood that, the matching manner of the above
radio frequency circuit and the multiway switch includes
but is not limited to the structure of the drawing, and is
merely an example herein.
[0059] It can be seen that for the case where n=5 and
m=2, 3, or 4, the multiway switch of the embodiment of
the disclosure can enable the electronic device to be op-
erable in the single-frequency single-transmit mode, the
single-frequency dual-transmit mode, the dual-frequen-
cy single-transmit mode, or the dual-frequency dual-
transmit mode. It is beneficial to simplifying the RF archi-
tecture of the electronic device supporting four-port SRS
switching in the 5G NR, reducing the number of switches
in transmit paths and receive paths and reducing path
loss, thereby improving transmit power/sensitivity, data
transmission rate in the 5G NR, and uplink and downlink
coverage of the mobile phone, and reducing power con-
sumption.
[0060] As can be seen, for the transmit paths and the
receive paths of the radio frequency system of the elec-
tronic device, the transmit paths can include one single
independent switch (a 4P5T switch) or two independent
switches (a SPDT switch and a 4P5T switch), and the
receive paths can include one single independent switch
(a 4P5T switch) or two independent switches (a SPDT
switch and a 4P5T switch). That is to say, by integrating
more switch functions of the transmit paths and the re-
ceive paths of the radio frequency system into the 4P5T
switch, the number of independent switches of the trans-
mit paths and the receive paths can be effectively re-
duced.
[0061] In one possible implementation, n=6 and m=1
(that is, the multiway switch includes six T ports and one
first T port). The electronic device is operable in the dual-
frequency single-transmit mode.
[0062] It can be revealed that for the case where n=6
and m=1, the multiway switch of the embodiment of the
disclosure can enable the electronic device to be oper-
able in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode. It is ben-
eficial to simplifying the RF architecture of the electronic
device supporting four-port SRS switching in the 5G NR,
reducing the number of switches in transmit paths and
receive paths and reducing path loss, thereby improving
transmit power/sensitivity, data transmission rate in the
5G NR, and uplink and downlink coverage of the mobile
phone, and reducing power consumption.
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[0063] In one possible implementation, n=6 and m=2,
3, 4, or 5 (that is, the multiway switch includes six T ports
and two, three, four, or five first T ports). The electronic
device is operable in at least one mode of: the single-
frequency dual-transmit mode, the dual-frequency sin-
gle-transmit mode, and the dual-frequency dual-transmit
mode.
[0064] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the single-frequency dual-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes four receiver circuits and two
transmitter circuits. Since n=6 and m=2, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
6+ (2∗4+ (6-2) ∗1) ∗3+4=46. The two transmitter circuits
correspond to (in one-to-one correspondence with) two
first ports and each first port is coupled with one first T
port of the multiway switch. In addition, the four receiver
circuits correspond to (in one-to-one correspondence
with) four second ports that only support the reception
function, where each second port is coupled with a cor-
responding second T port of the multiway switch. In this
case, a schematic structure of a corresponding radio fre-
quency circuit is illustrated in FIG. 11A and a schematic
structure of a corresponding multiway switch is illustrated
in FIG. 11B. The specific configuration of the transmitter
circuit and the receiver circuit, and definitions related to
the multiway switch are similar to the foregoing embod-
iments and will not be described herein again. In addition,
it can be understood that, the matching manner of the
above radio frequency circuit and the multiway switch
includes but is not limited to the structure of the drawing,
and is merely an example herein.
[0065] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes eight receiver circuits and two
transmitter circuits. Since n=6 and m=2, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
6+ (2∗4+ (6-2) ∗1) ∗3+4=46. The two transmitter circuits
correspond to (in one-to-one correspondence with) two
first ports and each first port is coupled with one first T
port of the multiway switch. In addition, the eight receiver
circuits are divided into four groups. Each group includes
two receiver circuits at different frequency bands and cor-
responds to one second port that only supports the re-
ception function, and each second port is coupled with a
corresponding second T port of the multiway switch. In
this case, a schematic structure of a corresponding radio
frequency circuit is illustrated in FIG. 12A and a sche-
matic structure of a corresponding multiway switch is il-
lustrated in FIG. 12B. The specific configuration of the
transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit, and definitions
related to the multiway switch are similar to the foregoing
embodiments and will not be described herein again. In
addition, it can be understood that, the matching manner
of the above radio frequency circuit and the multiway
switch includes but is not limited to the structure of the
drawing, and is merely an example herein.
[0066] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode, the electronic

device logically includes eight receiver circuits and four
transmitter circuits. Since n=6 and m=2, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
6+ (2∗4+ (6-2) ∗1) ∗3+4=46. The four transmitter circuits
are divided into two groups, where each group includes
two transmitter circuits at different frequency bands and
corresponds to one first port, and each first port (two first
ports in total) is coupled with one first T port of the mul-
tiway switch. In addition, the eight receiver circuits are
divided into four groups, with each group including two
receiver circuits at different frequency bands. Among the
four groups of receiver circuits, one group of receiver
circuits and one of the two groups of transmitter circuits
are integrated to be coupled with one first port of the two
first ports, and another group of receiver circuits and the
other one of the two groups of transmitter circuits are
integrated to be coupled with the other one first port of
the two first ports; four receiver circuits included in the
remaining two groups correspond to (in one-to-one cor-
respondence with) four second ports, and each second
port is coupled with one second T port of the multiway
switch. In this case, a schematic structure of a corre-
sponding radio frequency circuit is illustrated in FIG. 13A
and a schematic structure of a corresponding multiway
switch is illustrated in FIG. 13B. The specific configura-
tion of the transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit, and
definitions related to the multiway switch are similar to
the foregoing embodiments and will not be described
herein again. In addition, it can be understood that, the
matching manner of the above radio frequency circuit
and the multiway switch includes but is not limited to the
structure of the drawing, and is merely an example here-
in.
[0067] Alternatively, the four transmitter circuits can be
divided into two groups, where each group includes two
transmitter circuits at different frequency bands and cor-
responds to one first port, and each first port is coupled
with a corresponding first T port of the multiway switch.
In addition, the eight receiver circuits are divided into four
groups. Each group includes two receiver circuits at dif-
ferent frequency bands and corresponds to one second
port, and each second port is coupled with a correspond-
ing second T port of the multiway switch. In this case, a
schematic structure of a corresponding radio frequency
circuit is illustrated in FIG. 14A and a schematic structure
of a corresponding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG.
14B. The specific configuration of the transmitter circuit
and the receiver circuit, and definitions related to the mul-
tiway switch are similar to the foregoing embodiments
and will not be described herein again. In addition, it can
be understood that, the matching manner of the above
radio frequency circuit and the multiway switch includes
but is not limited to the structure of the drawing, and is
merely an example herein.
[0068] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode, the electronic
device logically includes eight receiver circuits and four
transmitter circuits. Since n=6 and m=4, the number of
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MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
6+ (4∗4+ (6-4)∗1)∗3+4=64. The four transmitter circuits
correspond to (in one-to-one correspondence with) four
first ports, and each first port is coupled with one first T
port of the multiway switch. In addition, four of the eight
receiver circuits can respectively be integrated with the
four transmitter circuits to be coupled with the four first
ports; one transmitter circuit and one receiver circuit that
correspond to the same first port are at the same fre-
quency band. The remaining four receiver circuits are
divided into two groups. Each group includes two receiver
circuits at different frequency bands and corresponds to
one second port, and each second port is coupled with
a corresponding second T port of the multiway switch. In
this case, a schematic structure of a corresponding radio
frequency circuit is illustrated in FIG. 15A and a sche-
matic structure of a corresponding multiway switch is il-
lustrated in FIG. 15B. The specific configuration of the
transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit, and definitions
related to the multiway switch are similar to the foregoing
embodiments and will not be described herein again. In
addition, it can be understood that, the matching manner
of the above radio frequency circuit and the multiway
switch includes but is not limited to the structure of the
drawing, and is merely an example herein.
[0069] It can be seen that for the case where n=6 and
m=2, 3, 4, or 5, the multiway switch of the embodiment
of the disclosure can enable the electronic device to be
operable in the single-frequency dual-transmit mode, the
dual-frequency single-transmit mode, or the dual-fre-
quency dual-transmit mode. It is beneficial to simplifying
the RF architecture of the electronic device supporting
four-port SRS switching in the 5G NR, reducing the
number of switches in transmit paths and receive paths
and reducing path loss, thereby improving transmit pow-
er/sensitivity, data transmission rate in the 5G NR, and
uplink and downlink coverage of the mobile phone, and
reducing power consumption.
[0070] As can be seen, for the transmit paths and the
receive paths of the radio frequency system of the elec-
tronic device, the transmit paths can include one single
independent switch (a 4P6T switch) or two independent
switches (a SPDT switch and a 4P6T switch), and the
receive paths can include one single independent switch
(a 4P6T switch) or two independent switches (a SPDT
switch and a 4P6T switch). That is to say, by integrating
more switch functions of the transmit paths and the re-
ceive paths of the radio frequency system into the 4P6T
switch, the number of independent switches of the trans-
mit paths and the receive paths can be effectively re-
duced.
[0071] In one possible implementation, n=7 and m=1
(that is, the multiway switch includes seven T ports and
one first T port). The electronic device is operable in the
dual-frequency single-transmit mode.
[0072] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes eight receiver circuits and two

transmitter circuits. Since n=7 and m=1, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
7+ (1∗4+ (7-1)∗1)∗3+4=41. The two transmitter circuits
are integrated to be coupled with a same first port, and
the first port is coupled with one first T port of the multiway
switch. In addition, two of the eight receiver circuits can
respectively be integrated with the two transmitter circuits
to be coupled with the above first port; the remaining six
receiver circuits correspond to (in a one-to-one corre-
spondence relation with) six second ports, where each
second port is coupled with a corresponding second T
port of the multiway switch. In this case, a schematic
structure of a corresponding radio frequency circuit is
illustrated in FIG. 16A and a schematic structure of a
corresponding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 16B.
The specific configuration of the transmitter circuit and
the receiver circuit, and definitions related to the multiway
switch are similar to the foregoing embodiments and will
not be described herein again. In addition, it can be un-
derstood that, the matching manner of the above radio
frequency circuit and the multiway switch includes but is
not limited to the structure of the drawing, and is merely
an example herein.
[0073] It can be seen that for the case where n=7 and
m=1, the multiway switch of the embodiment of the dis-
closure can enable the electronic device to be operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode. It is benefi-
cial to simplifying the RF architecture of the electronic
device supporting four-port SRS switching in the 5G NR,
reducing the number of switches in transmit paths and
receive paths and reducing path loss, thereby improving
transmit power/sensitivity, data transmission rate in the
5G NR, and uplink and downlink coverage of the mobile
phone, and reducing power consumption.
[0074] In one possible implementation, n=7, m is an
integer and 2 ≤m≤ 6 (that is, the multiway switch includes
seven T ports and two, three, four, five, or six first T ports).
The electronic device is operable in at least one mode
of: the dual-frequency single-transmit mode and the dual-
frequency dual-transmit mode.
[0075] It can be seen that for the case where n=7 and
m=2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, the multiway switch of the embodiment
of the disclosure can enable the electronic device to be
operable in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode and
the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode. It is beneficial to
simplifying the RF architecture of the electronic device
supporting four-port SRS switching in the 5G NR, reduc-
ing the number of switches in transmit paths and receive
paths and reducing path loss, thereby improving transmit
power/sensitivity, data transmission rate in the 5G NR,
and uplink and downlink coverage of the mobile phone,
and reducing power consumption.
[0076] As can be seen, for the transmit paths and the
receive paths of the radio frequency system of the elec-
tronic device, the transmit paths can include one single
independent switch (a 4P7T switch) or two independent
switches (a SPDT switch and a 4P7T switch), and the
receive paths can include one single independent switch
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(a 4P7T switch) or two independent switches (a SPDT
switch and a 4P7T switch). That is to say, by integrating
more switch functions of the transmit paths and the re-
ceive paths of the radio frequency system into the 4P7T
switch, the number of independent switches of the trans-
mit paths and the receive paths can be effectively re-
duced.
[0077] In one possible implementation, n=8 and m=1
(that is, the multiway switch includes eight T ports and
one first T port). The electronic device is operable in the
dual-frequency single-transmit mode.
[0078] It can be seen that for the case where n=8 and
m=1, the multiway switch of the embodiment of the dis-
closure can enable the electronic device to be operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode. It is benefi-
cial to simplifying the RF architecture of the electronic
device supporting four-port SRS switching in the 5G NR,
reducing the number of switches in transmit paths and
receive paths and reducing path loss, thereby improving
transmit power/sensitivity, data transmission rate in the
5G NR, and uplink and downlink coverage of the mobile
phone, and reducing power consumption.
[0079] In one possible implementation, n=8, m is an
integer and 2≤m≤7 (that is, the multiway switch includes
eight T ports and two, three, four, five, six, or seven first
T ports). The electronic device is operable in at least one
mode of: the dual-frequency single-transmit mode and
the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode.
[0080] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes eight receiver circuits and two
transmitter circuits. Since n=8 and m=2, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
8+ (2∗4+ (8-2)∗1)∗3+4=54. The two transmitter circuits
correspond to (in one-to-one correspondence with) two
first ports, and each first port is coupled with one first T
port of the multiway switch. In addition, among the eight
receiver circuits and the two transmitter circuits, one re-
ceiver circuit and one transmitter circuit can be integrated
to be coupled with a corresponding first port, and another
receiver circuit and the other transmitter circuit can be
integrated to be coupled with another corresponding first
port; the remaining six receiver circuits correspond to six
second ports (in one-to-one correspondence), where
each second port is coupled with a corresponding second
T port of the multiway switch. In this case, a schematic
structure of a corresponding radio frequency circuit is
illustrated in FIG. 17A and a schematic structure of a
corresponding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 17B.
The specific configuration of the transmitter circuit and
the receiver circuit, and definitions related to the multiway
switch are similar to the foregoing embodiments and will
not be described herein again. In addition, it can be un-
derstood that, the matching manner of the above radio
frequency circuit and the multiway switch includes but is
not limited to the structure of the drawing, and is merely
an example herein.
[0081] In the case that the electronic device is operable

in the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode, the electronic
device logically includes eight receiver circuits and four
transmitter circuits. Since n=8 and m=4, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
8+ (4∗4+ (8-4)∗1)∗3+4=72. The four transmitter circuits
correspond to four first ports (in one-to-one correspond-
ence), and each first port is coupled with a corresponding
first T port of the multiway switch. In addition, the eight
receiver circuits are divided into four groups. Each group
includes two receiver circuits at different frequency bands
and corresponds to one second port, and each second
port is coupled with a corresponding second T port of the
multiway switch. In this case, a schematic structure of a
corresponding radio frequency circuit is illustrated in FIG.
18A and a schematic structure of a corresponding mul-
tiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 18B. The specific con-
figuration of the transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit,
and definitions related to the multiway switch are similar
to the foregoing embodiments and will not be described
herein again. In addition, it can be understood that, the
matching manner of the above radio frequency circuit
and the multiway switch includes but is not limited to the
structure of the drawing, and is merely an example here-
in.
[0082] Alternatively, the four transmitter circuits corre-
spond to four first ports (in one-to-one correspondence),
and each first port is coupled with a corresponding first
T port of the multiway switch. In addition, four of the eight
receiver circuits can respectively be integrated with the
four transmitter circuits to be coupled with the four first
ports. The remaining four receiver circuits correspond to
four second ports (in one-to-one correspondence),
where each second port is coupled with a corresponding
second T port of the multiway switch. In this case, a sche-
matic structure of a corresponding radio frequency circuit
is illustrated in FIG. 19A and a schematic structure of a
corresponding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 19B.
The specific configuration of the transmitter circuit and
the receiver circuit, and definitions related to the multiway
switch are similar to the foregoing embodiments and will
not be described herein again. In addition, it can be un-
derstood that, the matching manner of the above radio
frequency circuit and the multiway switch includes but is
not limited to the structure of the drawing, and is merely
an example herein.
[0083] It can be seen that for the case where n=8, m
is an integer and 2≤m≤7, the multiway switch of the em-
bodiment of the disclosure can enable the electronic de-
vice to be operable in the dual-frequency single-transmit
mode and the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode. It is
beneficial to simplifying the RF architecture of the elec-
tronic device supporting four-port SRS switching in the
5G NR, reducing the number of switches in transmit paths
and receive paths and reducing path loss, thereby im-
proving transmit power/sensitivity, data transmission rate
in the 5G NR, and uplink and downlink coverage of the
mobile phone, and reducing power consumption.
[0084] As can be seen, for the transmit paths and the
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receive paths of the radio frequency system of the elec-
tronic device, the transmit paths can include one single
independent switch (a 4P8T switch) or two independent
switches (a SPDT switch and a 4P8T switch), and the
receive paths can include one single independent switch
(a 4P8T switch) or two independent switches (a SPDT
switch and a 4P8T switch). That is to say, by integrating
more switch functions of the transmit paths and the re-
ceive paths of the radio frequency system into the 4P8T
switch, the number of independent switches of the trans-
mit paths and the receive paths can be effectively re-
duced.
[0085] In one possible implementation, n=9 and m=1
(that is, the multiway switch includes nine T ports and
one first T port). The electronic device is operable in the
dual-frequency single-transmit mode.
[0086] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes eight receiver circuits and two
transmitter circuits. Since n=9 and m=1, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
9+ (1∗4+ (9-1)∗1)∗3+4=49. The two transmitter circuits
are integrated to be coupled with a first port, and the first
port is coupled with a corresponding first T port of the
multiway switch. In addition, the eight receiver circuits
correspond to eight second ports (in one-to-one corre-
spondence), where each second port is coupled with a
corresponding second T port of the multiway switch. In
this case, a schematic structure of a corresponding radio
frequency circuit is illustrated in FIG. 20A and a sche-
matic structure of a corresponding multiway switch is il-
lustrated in FIG. 20B. The specific configuration of the
transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit, and definitions
related to the multiway switch are similar to the foregoing
embodiments and will not be described herein again. In
addition, it can be understood that, the matching manner
of the above radio frequency circuit and the multiway
switch includes but is not limited to the structure of the
drawing, and is merely an example herein.
[0087] It can be seen that for the case where n=9 and
m=1, the multiway switch of the embodiment of the dis-
closure can enable the electronic device to be operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode. It is benefi-
cial to simplifying the RF architecture of the electronic
device supporting four-port SRS switching in the 5G NR,
reducing the number of switches in transmit paths and
receive paths and reducing path loss, thereby improving
transmit power/sensitivity, data transmission rate in the
5G NR, and uplink and downlink coverage of the mobile
phone, and reducing power consumption.
[0088] In one possible implementation, n=9, m is an
integer and 2 ≤ m ≤ 8 (that is, the multiway switch includes
nine T ports and two, three, four, five, six, seven, or eight
first T ports). The electronic device is operable in at least
one mode of: the dual-frequency single-transmit mode
and the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode.
[0089] It can be seen that for the case where n=9, m
is an integer and 2≤m≤8, the multiway switch of the em-

bodiment of the disclosure can enable the electronic de-
vice to be operable in the dual-frequency single-transmit
mode and the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode. It is
beneficial to simplifying the RF architecture of the elec-
tronic device supporting four-port SRS switching in the
5G NR, reducing the number of switches in transmit paths
and receive paths and reducing path loss, thereby im-
proving transmit power/sensitivity, data transmission rate
in the 5G NR, and uplink and downlink coverage of the
mobile phone, and reducing power consumption.
[0090] As can be seen, for the transmit paths and the
receive paths of the radio frequency system of the elec-
tronic device, the transmit paths can include one single
independent switch (a 4P9T switch) or two independent
switches (a SPDT switch and a 4P9T switch) and the
receive paths can include one single independent switch
(a 4P9T switch) or two independent switches (a SPDT
switch and a 4P9T switch). That is to say, by integrating
more switch functions of the transmit paths and the re-
ceive paths of the radio frequency system into the 4P9T
switch, the number of independent switches of the trans-
mit paths and the receive paths can be effectively re-
duced.
[0091] In one possible implementation, n=10, m is an
integer and 2 ≤ m ≤ 9 (that is, the multiway switch includes
ten T ports and two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or
nine first T ports). The electronic device is operable in at
least one mode of: the dual-frequency single-transmit
mode and the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode.
[0092] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, the electron-
ic device logically includes eight receiver circuits and two
transmitter circuits. Since n=10 and m=2, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
10+ (2∗4+ (10-2)∗1)∗3+4=49. The two transmitter circuits
correspond to two first ports (in one-to-one correspond-
ence), and each first port is coupled with a corresponding
first T port of the multiway switch. In addition, the eight
receiver circuits correspond to eight second ports (in one-
to-one correspondence), and each second port is cou-
pled with a corresponding second T port of the multiway
switch. In this case, a schematic structure of a corre-
sponding radio frequency circuit is illustrated in FIG. 21A
and a schematic structure of a corresponding multiway
switch is illustrated in FIG. 21B. The specific configura-
tion of the transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit, and
definitions related to the multiway switch are similar to
the foregoing embodiments and will not be described
herein again. In addition, it can be understood that, the
matching manner of the above radio frequency circuit
and the multiway switch includes but is not limited to the
structure of the drawing, and is merely an example here-
in.
[0093] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode, the electronic
device logically includes eight receiver circuits and four
transmitter circuits. Since n=10 and m=2, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
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10+ (2∗4+ (10-2)∗1)∗3+4=49. The four transmitter circuits
are divided into two groups, where each group includes
two transmitter circuits at different frequency bands and
corresponds to one first port, and each first port is coupled
with a corresponding first T port of the multiway switch.
In addition, the eight receiver circuits correspond to eight
second ports (in one-to-one correspondence), and each
second port is coupled with a corresponding second T
port of the multiway switch. In this case, a schematic
structure of a corresponding radio frequency circuit is
illustrated in FIG. 22A, and a schematic structure of a
corresponding multiway switch is illustrated in FIG. 22B.
The specific configuration of the transmitter circuit and
the receiver circuit, and definitions related to the multiway
switch are similar to the foregoing embodiments and will
not be described herein again. In addition, it can be un-
derstood that, the matching manner of the above radio
frequency circuit and the multiway switch includes but is
not limited to the structure of the drawing, and is merely
an example herein.
[0094] It can be seen that for the case where n=10, m
is an integer and 2≤m≤9, the multiway switch of the em-
bodiment of the disclosure can enable the electronic de-
vice to be operable in the dual-frequency single-transmit
mode and the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode. It is
beneficial to simplifying the RF architecture of the elec-
tronic device supporting four-port SRS switching in the
5G NR, reducing the number of switches in transmit paths
and receive paths and reducing path loss, thereby im-
proving transmit power/sensitivity, data transmission rate
in the 5G NR, and uplink and downlink coverage of the
mobile phone, and reducing power consumption.
[0095] As can be seen, for the transmit paths and the
receive paths of the radio frequency system of the elec-
tronic device, the transmit paths can include one single
independent switch (a 4P10T switch) or two independent
switches (a SPDT switch and a 4P10T switch), and the
receive paths can include one single independent switch
(a 4P10T switch) or two independent switches (a SPDT
switch and a 4P10T switch). That is to say, by integrating
more switch functions of the transmit paths and the re-
ceive paths of the radio frequency system into the 4P10T
switch, the number of independent switches of the trans-
mit paths and the receive paths can be effectively re-
duced.
[0096] In one possible implementation, n=11, m is an
integer and 3≤ m≤ 10 (that is, the multiway switch includes
eleven T ports and three, four, five, six, seven, eight,
nine, or ten first T ports). The electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode.
[0097] It can be seen that for the case where n=11 and
m=3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10, the multiway switch of the
embodiment of the disclosure can enable the electronic
device to be operable in the dual-frequency dual-transmit
mode. It is beneficial to simplifying the RF architecture
of the electronic device supporting four-port SRS switch-
ing in the 5G NR, reducing the number of switches in
transmit paths and receive paths and reducing path loss,

thereby improving transmit power/sensitivity, data trans-
mission rate in the 5G NR, and uplink and downlink cov-
erage of the mobile phone, and reducing power con-
sumption.
[0098] As can be seen, for the transmit paths and the
receive paths of the radio frequency system of the elec-
tronic device, the transmit paths can include one single
independent switch (a 4P11T switch) or two independent
switches (a SPDT switch and a 4P11T switch), and the
receive paths can include one single independent switch
(a 4P11T switch) or two independent switches (a SPDT
switch and a 4P11T switch). That is to say, by integrating
more switch functions of the transmit paths and the re-
ceive paths of the radio frequency system into the 4P11T
switch, the number of independent switches of the trans-
mit paths and the receive paths can be effectively re-
duced.
[0099] In one possible implementation, n=12, m is an
integer and 4≤m≤11 (that is, the multiway switch includes
twelve T ports and four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
or eleven first T ports). The electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode.
[0100] In the case that the electronic device is operable
in the dual-frequency dual-transmit mode, the electronic
device logically includes eight receiver circuits and four
transmitter circuits. Since n=12 and m=4, the number of
MOS transistors corresponding to the multiway switch is
10+ (2∗4+ (10-2)∗1)∗3+4=49. The four transmitter circuits
correspond to four first ports (in one-to-one correspond-
ence), and each first port is coupled with a corresponding
first T port of the multiway switch. In addition, the eight
receiver circuits correspond to eight second ports (in one-
to-one correspondence), and each second port is cou-
pled with a corresponding second T port of the multiway
switch. In this case, a schematic structure of a corre-
sponding radio frequency circuit is illustrated in FIG. 23A,
and a schematic structure of a corresponding multiway
switch is illustrated in FIG. 23B. The specific configura-
tion of the transmitter circuit and the receiver circuit, and
definitions related to the multiway switch are similar to
the foregoing embodiments and will not be described
herein again. In addition, it can be understood that, the
matching manner of the above radio frequency circuit
and the multiway switch includes but is not limited to the
structure of the drawing, and is merely an example here-
in.
[0101] It can be seen that for the case where n=12 and
m=4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, or 11, the multiway switch of the
embodiment of the disclosure can enable the electronic
device to be operable in the dual-frequency dual-transmit
mode. It is beneficial to simplifying the RF architecture
of the electronic device supporting four-port SRS switch-
ing in the 5G NR, reducing the number of switches in
transmit paths and receive paths and reducing path loss,
thereby improving transmit power/sensitivity, data trans-
mission rate in the 5G NR, and uplink and downlink cov-
erage of the mobile phone, and reducing power con-
sumption.
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[0102] As can be seen, for the transmit paths and the
receive paths of the radio frequency system of the elec-
tronic device, the transmit paths can include one single
independent switch (a 4P12T switch), and the receive
paths can include one single independent switch (a
4P12T switch). That is to say, by integrating more switch
functions of the transmit paths and the receive paths of
the radio frequency system into the 4P12T switch, the
number of independent switches of the transmit paths
and the receive paths can be effectively reduced.
[0103] It can be understood that, the above-mentioned
receiver circuits and transmitter circuits can be imple-
mented in various manners. The embodiments of the dis-
closure are not particularly restricted.
[0104] In one possible implementation, the radio fre-
quency circuit of the electronic device operable in the
single-frequency single-transmit mode logically includes
one transmitter circuit and four receiver circuits. The radio
frequency circuit physically includes at least one inde-
pendent circuit module. The at least one independent
circuit module has at least one of a transmit-receive port
(also known as a signal transmit-receive port) and a
transmit port (also known as a signal transmit port) which
are configured to be coupled with the first T ports. The
at least one independent circuit module has receive ports
(also known as signal receive ports) configured to be
coupled with the second T ports or the first T ports.
[0105] The transmit-receive port of the independent
circuit module corresponds to a port of a transceiver cir-
cuit.
[0106] Any two transmit-receive ports and/or transmit
ports of the independent circuit module are coupled with
different first T ports, and any two receive ports are cou-
pled with different second T ports.
[0107] It can be understood that, in this implementa-
tion, the radio frequency circuit can be embodied in a
variety of physical forms, which are not limited herein.
[0108] In this implementation, for the electronic device
operable in the single-frequency single-transmit mode,
the radio frequency circuit adapted to the multiway switch
physically includes at least one independent circuit mod-
ule, which is beneficial to improving flexibility of adapta-
tion and reducing the cost.
[0109] In one possible implementation, the radio fre-
quency circuit of the electronic device operable in the
single-frequency dual-transmit mode logically includes
two transmitter circuits and four receiver circuits. The ra-
dio frequency circuit physically includes at least two in-
dependent circuit modules. The at least two independent
circuit modules have at least one of a transmit-receive
port and a transmit port which are configured to be cou-
pled with the first T ports. Specifically, the at least two
independent circuit modules may have one or more
transmit-receive ports. In addition or alternatively, the at
least two independent circuit modules may have one or
more transmit ports. The at least two independent circuit
modules have receive ports configured to be coupled with
the second T ports or the first T ports. The "transmit-

receive port", "transmit port", or "receive port" refers to a
port (may be composed of one or more components)
which implements a corresponding transmission and/or
reception function and is located on the path after inte-
gration of one or more transmitter circuits and/or one or
more receiver circuits, on the path of a transmitter circuit,
or on the path of a receiver circuit. It should be noted that
the ports such as transmit ports, receive ports, and trans-
mit-receive ports illustrated in the figures are exemplary
and do not intent to indicate an exact port position and
impose any restrictions.
[0110] Since low-noise amplifiers (LNA) in the receiver
circuits can operate simultaneously, due to their low pow-
er and low power consumption, mutual influence can be
avoided through design. Therefore, multiple LNAs in mul-
tiple receiver circuits at the same frequency band can
exist in the same circuit module.
[0111] As can be seen, in this example, when two PAs
at the same frequency band work simultaneously (cor-
responding to UL MIMO mode), a transmit power will be
high, and two signals will interfere with each other. In
addition, the two PAs will affect heat dissipation efficiency
when working at the same time. Considering this, two
independent circuit modules are needed to set PAs in
the transmitter circuits, which is beneficial to reducing
interference and improving signal processing efficiency
and heat dissipation efficiency of the radio frequency sys-
tem.
[0112] In one possible implementation, the radio fre-
quency circuit of the electronic device operable in the
dual-frequency single-transmit mode logically includes
two transmitter circuits and eight receiver circuits. The
radio frequency circuit physically includes at least one
independent circuit module. The at least one independ-
ent circuit module has at least one of a transmit-receive
port and a transmit port which are configured to be cou-
pled with the first T ports. The at least one independent
circuit module has receive ports configured to be coupled
with the second T ports or the first T ports.
[0113] Since PAs in the transmitter circuits at different
frequency bands do not work at the same time, two PAs
at different frequency bands can be provided in the same
independent circuit module.
[0114] In this implementation, for the electronic device
operable in the dual-frequency single-transmit mode, the
radio frequency circuit adapted to the multiway switch
physically includes at least one independent circuit mod-
ule, which is beneficial to improving flexibility of adapta-
tion and reducing the cost.
[0115] In one possible implementation, the radio fre-
quency circuit of the electronic device operable in the
dual-frequency dual-transmit mode logically includes
four transmitter circuits and eight receiver circuits. The
radio frequency circuit physically includes at least two
independent circuit modules. When there is an independ-
ent circuit module including two power amplifiers (PA) of
the at least two independent circuit modules, the two PAs
of the independent circuit module are operable at differ-
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ent frequency bands. The at least two independent circuit
modules have at least one of a transmit-receive port and
a transmit port which are configured to be coupled with
the first T ports. The at least two independent circuit mod-
ules have receive port configured to be coupled with the
second T ports or the first T ports.
[0116] As can be seen, in this example, since two PAs
at the same frequency band can work simultaneously
(corresponding to UL MIMO mode), a transmit power will
be high, and two signals will interfere with each other. In
addition, the two PAs will affect heat dissipation efficiency
when working at the same time. Therefore, two independ-
ent circuit modules are needed to set PAs in the trans-
mitter circuits. At the same time, since PAs at different
frequency bands in the transmitter circuits do not work
at the same time, two PAs at different frequency bands
can be provided in the same independent circuit module.
It is beneficial to reducing interference and improving sig-
nal processing efficiency and heat dissipation efficiency
of the radio frequency system.
[0117] In one possible implementation, the four anten-
nas include a first antenna, a second antenna, a third
antenna, and a fourth antenna. These four antennas are
all operable at a fifth generation new radio (5G NR) fre-
quency band.
[0118] The 5G NR frequency band may include, for
example, 3.3 GHz to 3.8 GHz and 4.4 GHz to 5 GHz.
[0119] In one possible implementation, the four anten-
nas include a first antenna, a second antenna, a third
antenna, and a fourth antenna. The first antenna and the
fourth antenna are antennas operable at a long term ev-
olution (LTE) frequency band and a fifth generation new
radio (5G NR) frequency band. The second antenna and
the third antenna are antennas only operable at the 5G
NR frequency band.
[0120] The first antenna and fourth antenna are intend-
ed to support DL 4x4 MIMO for some frequency bands
in LTE on terminals. These two antennas are shared with
the 5G NR (hereinafter, "shared antennas" for short). The
LTE frequency band may include, for example,
1880-1920 MHz and 2496-2690 MHz.
[0121] In one possible implementation, as illustrated
in FIG. 24, the antenna system further includes a first
combiner and a second combiner. The first combiner has
a first port configured to be coupled with the first antenna,
a second port configured to be coupled with a first receive
path in LTE 4x4 multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
configuration of the electronic device, and a third port
configured to be coupled with a corresponding P port of
the multiway switch. The second combiner has a first port
configured to be coupled with the fourth antenna, a sec-
ond port configured to be coupled with a second receive
path in the LTE 4x4 MIMO configuration of the electronic
device, and a third port configured to be coupled with a
corresponding P port of the multiway switch.
[0122] The LTE 4∗4 MIMO is a downlink LTE receive
circuit and can be defined as a third receive path. Since
the LTE currently has two receive paths, in order to sup-

port LTE 4x4 MIMO, the third path and a fourth receive
path are added.
[0123] According to performance of the four antennas,
the electronic device will arrange one antenna with better
performance for the circuit for PRX (primary receiver),
and the antenna will in a standby state. Moreover, first T
ports in the switch having both the transmission function
and the reception function can be configured for TX
(transmit) and PRX purpose, and thus the antenna can
be switched arbitrarily. In this way, there is no need to
restrict the coupling between ports of shared antennas.
[0124] In one possible implementation, as illustrated
in FIG. 25, the antenna system further includes a first
single-pole double-throw (SPDT) switch and a second
SPDT switch. The first SPDT switch has a first port con-
figured to be coupled with the first antenna, a second
port configured to be coupled with a first receive path in
LTE 4x4 multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) configu-
ration of the electronic device, and a third port configured
to be coupled with a corresponding P port of the multiway
switch. The second SPDT switch has a first port config-
ured to be coupled with the fourth antenna, a second port
configured to be coupled with a second receive path in
the LTE 4x4 MIMO configuration of the electronic device,
and a third port configured to be coupled with a corre-
sponding P port of the multiway switch.
[0125] FIG. 26 is a schematic structural diagram illus-
trating a radio frequency system according to an embod-
iment of the disclosure. The radio frequency system in-
cludes an antenna system, a radio frequency circuit, and
the multiway switch according to any of the embodiments
above. The multiway switch has n T ports and four P
ports, at least one of the n T ports is coupled with all of
the four P ports, and n being an integer and 4≤n. The
antenna system includes four antennas corresponding
to the four P ports.
[0126] The multiway switch is configured to implement
a preset function of the radio frequency system, and the
preset function is transmitting an SRS through the four
antennas corresponding to the four P ports in turn. The
4PnT configuration of the multiway switch can refer to
the foregoing descriptions and will not be detailed again
herein.
[0127] Each of the four P ports is coupled with a cor-
responding antenna of the four antennas. The n T ports
includes m first T ports and (n-m) second T ports, the
first T ports at least support a transmission function and
the second T ports support only a reception function,
0<m≤11, and 4≤n≤12. Each first T port is coupled with
all of the four P ports. Each second T port is coupled with
one of the four P ports and any two second T ports at the
same frequency band are coupled with different P ports.
[0128] FIG. 27 is a schematic structural diagram illus-
trating a wireless communication device according to an
embodiment of the disclosure. The wireless communica-
tion device can be a terminal device, a base station, and
the like, and includes an antenna system, a radio fre-
quency transmitter, a radio frequency circuit coupled with
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the radio frequency transmitter, and the multiway switch
described in any of the embodiments above.
[0129] The multiway switch includes n T ports and four
P ports, at least one of the n T ports is coupled with all
of the four P ports, and n is an integer and 4≤n. The
antenna system includes four antennas corresponding
to the four P ports.
[0130] The multiway switch is coupled with the radio
frequency circuit and the antenna system and supports
a function of transmitting an SRS through the four anten-
nas in turn.
[0131] In addition, as illustrated in FIG. 28, the four
antennas in the antenna system described in the embod-
iments of the disclosure can also be multiplexed by a
wireless charging receiver of the electronic device. The
wireless charging receiver includes a receive antenna
and a receive control circuit. The receive antenna match-
es transmit antennas of a wireless charging transmitter
(resonates at the same or similar frequency and transfers
energy in a wireless manner in the way of radiative res-
onant magnetic coupling). The receive control circuit con-
verts, through a loop array antenna, the energy into a
direct current (DC) to output to charge a battery. The
receive control circuit can dynamically adjust a frequency
of the loop array antenna and match the frequency of the
loop array antenna with frequencies of the transmit an-
tennas of the wireless charging transmitter to achieve
paired charging. Alternatively, the receive control circuit
interacts with the wireless charging transmitter in real
time on a frequency change range to implement an "ex-
clusive encryption" wireless charging mode.
[0132] The receive antenna may be an antenna include
at least one of the four antennas (in the case of multiple
antennas, the multiple antennas are strobed via switch-
es).
[0133] For example, as illustrated in FIG. 29, the re-
ceive antenna is a loop array antenna including the four
antennas described above. The four antennas include
antenna 1, antenna 2, antenna 3, and antenna 4. Antenna
1 and antenna 4 are operable at both an LTE frequency
band and a 5G NR frequency band, while antenna 2 and
antenna 3 are only operable at the 5G NR frequency
band. A port of antenna 1 and a port of antenna 4 are
used as ports of the loop array antenna. Adjacent anten-
nas are coupled via a gate circuit 170 with an isolation
function. The gate circuit 170 includes a spacer 171 and
a switch 172, where the spacer 171 is a conductor and
the switch 172 is further coupled with a controller. The
electronic device can conduct the switch 172 of each
gate circuit 170 in a wireless charging mode to form a
loop array antenna to receive energy. By adding the spac-
ers 171 among the antennas, the gate circuit 170 can
reduce mutual coupling among the multiple antennas of
the electronic device in a normal communication mode,
improve isolation among the multiple antennas, and op-
timize performance of the antennas. On the other hand,
the multiple antennas can be coupled in series to form
the loop array antenna through the switches 171, so as

to better match the transmit antennas to transfer energy.
Furthermore, since antenna 1 and antenna 4 have ca-
pabilities stronger than that of antenna 2 and antenna 3,
the loop array antenna thus arranged can reduce energy
loss in transmission as much as possible.
[0134] While the disclosure has been described in con-
nection with certain embodiments, it is to be pointed out
that the disclosure is not to be limited to the disclosed
embodiments but, on the contrary, is intended to cover
various modifications and equivalent arrangements in-
cluded within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A multiway switch (10), comprising:

n T ports and four P ports, at least one of the n
T ports being coupled with all of the four P ports,
and n being an integer and 4≤n≤12; and
the multiway switch (10) being configured to be
coupled, through said T ports, with a radio fre-
quency circuit (30) and, through said P ports,
with an antenna system (20) of a wireless com-
munication device to implement a preset func-
tion of the wireless communication device, the
antenna system (20) comprising four antennas
corresponding to the four P ports, and the preset
function being a function of transmitting a sound-
ing reference signal (SRS) through the four an-
tennas in turn;
each of the four P ports is configured to be cou-
pled with a corresponding antenna of the four
antennas;
the n T ports comprise first T ports and second
T ports;
the first T ports are m T ports that at least support
a transmission function, and 0<m≤ 11;
charaterised in that:

the second T ports are T ports other than
the first T ports and only support a reception
function;
each of the first T ports is coupled with the
four P ports; and
each of the second T ports is coupled with
only one of the four P ports and any two
second T ports at a same frequency band
are coupled with different P ports.

2. A wireless communication device, comprising an an-
tenna system (20), a radio frequency transceiver, a
radio frequency circuit (30) coupled with the radio
frequency transceiver, and the multiway switch (10)
of claim 1.

3. The wireless communication device of claim 2,
wherein the wireless communication device is oper-
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able in at least one mode of: a single-frequency sin-
gle-transmit mode and a dual-frequency single-
transmit mode, and n and m are configured as one
of the following:

n=4 and m=1; and
n=5 and m=1.

4. The wireless communication device of claim 2,
wherein the wireless communication device is oper-
able in at least one mode of: a single-frequency sin-
gle-transmit mode, a single-frequency dual-transmit
mode, a dual-frequency single-transmit mode, and
a dual-frequency dual-transmit mode, and n and m
are configured as one of the following:

n=4 and m=2 or 3; and
n= 5, m is an integer and 2≤m≤4.

5. The wireless communication device of claim 2,
wherein the wireless communication device is oper-
able in a dual-frequency single-transmit mode, and
n and m are configured as one of the following:

n= 6 and m=1;
n=7 and m=1;
n =8 and m =1; and
n =9 and m = 1.

6. The wireless communication device of claim 2,
wherein n=6 and 2≤m≤5, and the wireless commu-
nication device is operable in at least one mode of:
a single-frequency dual-transmit mode, a dual-fre-
quency single-transmit mode, and a dual-frequency
dual-transmit mode.

7. The wireless communication device of claim 2,
wherein the wireless communication device is oper-
able in at least one mode of: a dual-frequency single-
transmit mode and a dual-frequency dual-transmit
mode, and n and m are configured as one of the
following:

n=7, m is an integer and 2≤m≤6;
n =8, m is an integer and 2≤m≤7;
n = 9, m is an integer and 2≤m≤8; and
n=10, m is an integer and 2≤m≤9.

8. The wireless communication device of claim 2,
wherein the wireless communication device is oper-
able in a dual-frequency dual-transmit mode, and n
and m are configured as one of:

n=11, m is an integer and 3≤m≤10; and
n=12, m is an integer and 4≤m≤11.

9. The wireless communication device of any of claims
2 to 8, wherein

the wireless communication device is operable in a
single-frequency single-transmit mode and the radio
frequency circuit (30) logically comprises one trans-
mitter circuit and four receiver circuits;
the radio frequency circuit (30) physically comprises
at least one independent circuit module;
the at least one independent circuit module has at
least one of a transmit-receive port and a transmit
port which are configured to be coupled with the first
T ports; and
the at least one independent circuit module has re-
ceive ports configured to be coupled with the second
T ports or the first T ports.

10. The wireless communication device of any of claims
2 to 8, wherein
the wireless communication device is operable in a
single-frequency dual-transmit mode and the radio
frequency circuit (30) logically comprises two trans-
mitter circuits and four receiver circuits;
the radio frequency circuit (30) physically comprises
at least two independent circuit modules;
the at least two independent circuit modules have at
least one of a transmit-receive port and a transmit
port which are configured to be coupled with the first
T ports; and
the at least two independent circuit modules have
receive ports configured to be coupled with the sec-
ond T ports or the first T ports.

11. The wireless communication device of any of claims
2 to 8, wherein
the wireless communication device is operable in a
dual-frequency single-transmit mode and the radio
frequency circuit (30) logically comprises two trans-
mitter circuits and eight receiver circuits;
the radio frequency circuit (30) physically comprises
at least one independent circuit module;
the at least one independent circuit module has at
least one of a transmit-receive port and a transmit
port which are configured to be coupled with the first
T ports; and
the at least one independent circuit module has re-
ceive ports configured to be coupled with the second
T ports or the first T ports.

12. The wireless communication device of any of claims
2 to 8, wherein
the wireless communication device is operable in a
dual-frequency dual-transmit mode and the radio fre-
quency circuit (30) logically comprises four transmit-
ter circuits and eight receiver circuits;
the radio frequency circuit (30) physically comprises
at least two independent circuit modules;
the at least two independent circuit modules have at
least one of a transmit-receive port and a transmit
port which are configured to be coupled with the first
T ports; and
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the at least two independent circuit modules have
receive ports configured to be coupled with the sec-
ond T ports or the first T ports.

13. The wireless communication device of claim 12,
wherein
at least one of the two independent circuit modules
includes two power amplifiers (PA), and the two PAs
are operable at different frequency bands.

14. A radio frequency system, comprising an antenna
system (20), a radio frequency circuit (30), and the
multiway switch (10) of claim 1.

Patentansprüche

1. Mehrwegeschalter (10), der Folgendes umfasst:

n T-Ports und vier P-Ports, wobei mindestens
einer der n T-Ports mit allen der vier P-Ports
gekoppelt ist, und n eine ganze Zahl ist und
4≤n≤12 gilt; und
wobei der Mehrwegeschalter (10) dazu ausge-
legt ist, über die T-Ports mit einer Hochfrequenz-
schaltung (30) und über die P-Ports mit einem
Antennensystem (20) einer Drahtloskommuni-
kationsvorrichtung gekoppelt zu sein, um eine
voreingestellte Funktion der Drahtloskommuni-
kationsvorrichtung zu implementieren, wobei
das Antennensystem (20) vier Antennen ent-
sprechend den vier P-Ports umfasst und die vor-
eingestellte Funktion eine Funktion zum Über-
tragen eines Sondierungsreferenzsignals
(SRS) der Reihe nach über die vier Antennen ist;
wobei jeder der vier P-Ports dazu ausgelegt ist,
mit einer entsprechenden Antenne der vier An-
tennen gekoppelt zu sein;
die n T-Ports erste T-Ports und zweite T-Ports
umfassen;
die ersten T-Ports m T-Ports sind, die zumindest
eine Übertragungsfunktion unterstützen, und
0<m≤11 gilt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

die zweiten T-Ports andere T-Ports als die
ersten T-Ports sind und nur eine Empfangs-
funktion unterstützen;
jeder der ersten T-Ports mit den vier P-Ports
gekoppelt ist; und
jeder der zweiten T-Ports mit nur einem der
vier P-Ports gekoppelt ist und zwei beliebi-
ge zweite T-Ports bei dem gleichen Fre-
quenzband mit unterschiedlichen P-Ports
gekoppelt sind.

2. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung, die ein Anten-
nensystem (20), einen Hochfrequenz-Sendeemp-

fänger, eine Hochfrequenzschaltung (30), die mit
dem Hochfrequenz-Sendeempfänger gekoppelt ist,
und den Mehrwegeschalter (10) nach Anspruch 1
umfasst.

3. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 2, wobei die Drahtloskommunikationsvor-
richtung in mindestens einem Modus der folgenden
betreibbar ist: einem Einzelfrequenz-Einzelübertra-
gung-Modus und einem Doppelfrequenz-Einzelü-
bertragung-Modus, und wobei n und m als eines der
Folgenden konfiguriert sind:

n=4 und m=1; und
n=5 und m=1.

4. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 2, wobei die Drahtloskommunikationsvor-
richtung in mindestens einem Modus der folgenden
betreibbar ist: einem Einzelfrequenz-Einzelübertra-
gung-Modus, einem Einzelfrequenz-Doppelübertra-
gung-Modus, einem Doppelfrequenz-Einzelübertra-
gung-Modus und einem Doppelfrequenz-Doppelü-
bertragung-Modus, und wobei n und m als eines der
Folgenden konfiguriert sind:

n=4 und m=2 oder 3; und
n=5, m ist eine ganze Zahl und es gilt 2≤m≤4.

5. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 2, wobei die Drahtloskommunikationsvor-
richtung in einem Doppelfrequenz-Einzelübertra-
gung-Modus betreibbar ist, und wobei n und m als
eines der Folgenden konfiguriert sind:

n=6 und m=1;
n=7 und m=1;
n=8 und m=1; und
n=9 und m=1.

6. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 2, wobei n=6 und 2≤m≤5, und wobei die
Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung in mindestens
einem Modus der folgenden betreibbar ist: einem
Einzelfrequenz-Doppelübertragung-Modus, einem
Doppelfrequenz-Einzelübertragung-Modus und ei-
nem Doppelfrequenz-Doppelübertragung-Modus.

7. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 2, wobei die Drahtloskommunikationsvor-
richtung in mindestens einem Modus der folgenden
betreibbar ist: einem Doppelfrequenz-Einzelübertra-
gung-Modus und einem Doppelfrequenz-Doppelü-
bertragung-Modus, und wobei n und m als eines der
Folgenden konfiguriert sind:

n=7, m ist eine ganze Zahl und es gilt 2≤m≤6;
n=8, m ist eine ganze Zahl und es gilt 2≤m≤7;
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n=9, m ist eine ganze Zahl und es gilt 2≤m≤8;
und
n=10, m ist eine ganze Zahl und es gilt 2≤m≤9.

8. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 2, wobei die Drahtloskommunikationsvor-
richtung in einem Doppelfrequenz-Doppelübertra-
gung-Modus betreibbar ist, und wobei n und m als
eines der Folgenden konfiguriert sind:

n=11, m ist eine ganze Zahl und es gilt 3≤m≤10;
und
n=12, m ist eine ganze Zahl und es gilt 4≤m≤11.

9. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach einem
der Ansprüche 2 bis 8, wobei
die Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung in einem
Einzelfrequenz-Einzelübertragung-Modus betreib-
bar ist und die Hochfrequenzschaltung (30) logisch
eine Senderschaltung und vier Empfängerschaltun-
gen umfasst;
die Hochfrequenzschaltung (30) physisch mindes-
tens ein unabhängiges Schaltungsmodul umfasst;
das mindestens eine unabhängige Schaltungsmo-
dul einen Sendeempfangsport und/oder einen Sen-
deport aufweist, die dazu ausgelegt sind, mit den
ersten T-Ports gekoppelt zu sein; und
das mindestens eine unabhängige Schaltungsmo-
dul Empfangsports aufweist, die dazu ausgelegt
sind, mit den zweiten T-Ports oder den ersten T-
Ports gekoppelt zu sein.

10. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach einem
der Ansprüche 2 bis 8, wobei
die Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung in einem
Einzelfrequenz-Doppelübertragung-Modus betreib-
bar ist und die Hochfrequenzschaltung (30) logisch
zwei Senderschaltungen und vier Empfängerschal-
tungen umfasst;
die Hochfrequenzschaltung (30) physisch mindes-
tens zwei unabhängige Schaltungsmodule umfasst;
die mindestens zwei unabhängigen Schaltungsmo-
dule einen Sendeempfangsport und/oder einen Sen-
deport aufweisen, die dazu ausgelegt sind, mit den
ersten T-Ports gekoppelt zu sein; und
die mindestens zwei unabhängigen Schaltungsmo-
dule Empfangsports aufweisen, die dazu ausgelegt
sind, mit den zweiten T-Ports oder den ersten T-
Ports gekoppelt zu sein.

11. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach einem
der Ansprüche 2 bis 8, wobei
die Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung in einem
Doppelfrequenz-Einzelübertragung-Modus betreib-
bar ist und die Hochfrequenzschaltung (30) logisch
zwei Senderschaltungen und acht Empfängerschal-
tungen umfasst;
die Hochfrequenzschaltung (30) physisch mindes-

tens ein unabhängiges Schaltungsmodul umfasst;
das mindestens eine unabhängige Schaltungsmo-
dul einen Sendeempfangsport und/oder einen Sen-
deport aufweist, die dazu ausgelegt sind, mit den
ersten T-Ports gekoppelt zu sein; und
das mindestens eine unabhängige Schaltungsmo-
dul Empfangsports aufweist, die dazu ausgelegt
sind, mit den zweiten T-Ports oder den ersten T-
Ports gekoppelt zu sein.

12. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach einem
der Ansprüche 2 bis 8, wobei
die Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung in einem
Doppelfrequenz-Doppelübertragung-Modus be-
treibbar ist und die Hochfrequenzschaltung (30) lo-
gisch vier Senderschaltungen und acht Empfänger-
schaltungen umfasst;
die Hochfrequenzschaltung (30) physisch mindes-
tens zwei unabhängige Schaltungsmodule umfasst;
die mindestens zwei unabhängigen Schaltungsmo-
dule einen Sendeempfangsport und/oder einen Sen-
deport aufweisen, die dazu ausgelegt sind, mit den
ersten T-Ports gekoppelt zu sein; und
die mindestens zwei unabhängigen Schaltungsmo-
dule Empfangsports aufweisen, die dazu ausgelegt
sind, mit den zweiten T-Ports oder den ersten T-
Ports gekoppelt zu sein.

13. Drahtloskommunikationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 12, wobei
mindestens eines der zwei unabhängigen Schal-
tungsmodule zwei Leistungsverstärker (PA) bein-
haltet, und die zwei PAs bei unterschiedlichen Fre-
quenzbändern betreibbar sind.

14. Hochfrequenzsystem, das ein Antennensystem
(20), eine Hochfrequenzschaltung (30) und den
Mehrwegeschalter (10) nach Anspruch 1 umfasst.

Revendications

1. Commutateur multivoie (10), comprenant :

n ports T et quatre ports P, au moins l’un des n
ports T étant couplé à la totalité des quatre ports
P, et n étant un entier et 4 ≤ n ≤ 12 ; et
le commutateur multivoie (10) étant configuré
pour être couplé, par l’intermédiaire desdits
ports T, à un circuit radiofréquence (30) et, par
l’intermédiaire desdits ports P, à un système
d’antennes (20) d’un dispositif de communica-
tion sans fil pour mettre en œuvre une fonction
prédéfinie du dispositif de communication sans
fil, le système d’antennes (20) comprenant qua-
tre antennes correspondant aux quatre ports P,
et la fonction prédéfinie étant une fonction
d’émission d’un signal de référence de sondage
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(SRS) par l’intermédiaire des quatre antennes,
tour à tour ;
chacun des quatre ports P étant configuré pour
être couplé à une antenne correspondante des
quatre antennes ;
les n ports T comprenant des premiers ports T
et des seconds ports T ;
les premiers ports T étant m ports T qui prennent
en charge au moins une fonction d’émission, et
0 < m ≤ 11 ;
caractérisé en ce que :

les seconds ports T sont des ports T autres
que les premiers ports T et prennent en
charge uniquement une fonction de
réception ;
chacun des premiers ports T est couplé aux
quatre ports P ; et
chacun des seconds ports T est couplé à
un seul des quatre ports P et deux quelcon-
ques des seconds ports T fonctionnant sur
une même bande de fréquence sont cou-
plés à des ports P différents.

2. Dispositif de communication sans fil, comprenant un
système d’antennes (20), un émetteur-récepteur ra-
diofréquence, un circuit radiofréquence (30) couplé
à l’émetteur-récepteur radiofréquence et le commu-
tateur multivoie (10) selon la revendication 1.

3. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la reven-
dication 2, le dispositif de communication sans fil
étant apte à fonctionner selon au moins un mode
parmi : un mode émission unique à fréquence uni-
que et un mode émission unique à double fréquence,
et n et m ayant l’une des configurations suivantes :

n = 4 et m = 1 ; et
n = 5 et m = 1.

4. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la reven-
dication 2, le dispositif de communication sans fil
étant apte à fonctionner selon au moins un mode
parmi : un mode émission unique à fréquence uni-
que, un mode double émission à fréquence unique,
un mode émission unique à double fréquence, et un
mode double émission à double fréquence, et n et
m ayant l’une des configurations suivantes :

n = 4 et m = 2 ou 3 ; et
n = 5, m est un entier et 2 ≤ m ≤ 4.

5. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la reven-
dication 2, le dispositif de communication sans fil
étant apte à fonctionner selon un mode émission uni-
que à double fréquence, et n et m ayant l’une des
configurations suivantes :

n = 6 et m = 1 ;
n = 7 et m = 1 ;
n = 8 et m = 1 ; et
n = 9 et m = 1.

6. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la reven-
dication 2, n = 6 et 2 ≤ m ≤ 5, et le dispositif de
communication sans fil étant apte à fonctionner se-
lon au moins un mode parmi : un mode double émis-
sion à fréquence unique, un mode émission unique
à double fréquence, et un mode double émission à
double fréquence.

7. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la reven-
dication 2, le dispositif de communication sans fil
étant apte à fonctionner selon au moins un mode
parmi : un mode émission unique à double fréquen-
ce et un mode double émission à double fréquence,
et n et m ayant l’une des configurations suivantes :

n = 7, m est un entier et 2 ≤ m ≤ 6 ;
n = 8, m est un entier et 2 ≤ m ≤ 7 ;
n = 9, m est un entier et 2 ≤ m ≤ 8 ; et
n = 10, m est un entier et 2 ≤ m ≤ 9.

8. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la reven-
dication 2, le dispositif de communication sans fil
étant apte à fonctionner selon un mode double émis-
sion à double fréquence, et n et m ayant l’une des
configurations suivantes :

n = 11, m est un entier et 3 ≤ m ≤ 10 ; et
n = 12, m est un entier et 4 ≤ m ≤ 11.

9. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 2 à 8,
le dispositif de communication sans fil étant apte à
fonctionner selon un mode émission unique à fré-
quence unique et le circuit radiofréquence (30) com-
prenant logiquement un circuit émetteur et quatre
circuits récepteurs ;
le circuit radiofréquence (30) comprenant physique-
ment au moins un module de circuit indépendant ;
l’au moins un module de circuit indépendant ayant
au moins l’un d’un port d’émission-réception et d’un
port d’émission qui sont configurés pour être couplés
aux premiers ports T ; et
l’au moins un module de circuit indépendant ayant
des ports de réception configurés pour être couplés
aux seconds ports T ou aux premiers ports T.

10. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 2 à 8,
le dispositif de communication sans fil étant apte à
fonctionner selon un mode double émission à fré-
quence unique et le circuit radiofréquence (30) com-
prenant logiquement deux circuits émetteurs et qua-
tre circuits récepteurs ;
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le circuit radiofréquence (30) comprenant physique-
ment au moins deux modules de circuits
indépendants ;
les au moins deux modules de circuits indépendants
ayant au moins l’un d’un port d’émission-réception
et d’un port d’émission qui sont configurés pour être
couplés aux premiers ports T ; et
les au moins deux modules de circuits indépendants
ayant des ports de réception configurés pour être
couplés aux seconds ports T ou aux premiers ports
T.

11. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 2 à 8,
le dispositif de communication sans fil étant apte à
fonctionner selon un mode émission unique à double
fréquence et le circuit radiofréquence (30) compre-
nant logiquement deux circuits émetteurs et huit cir-
cuits récepteurs ;
le circuit radiofréquence (30) comprenant physique-
ment au moins un module de circuit indépendant ;
l’au moins un module de circuit indépendant ayant
au moins l’un d’un port d’émission-réception et d’un
port d’émission qui sont configurés pour être couplés
aux premiers ports T ; et
l’au moins un module de circuit indépendant ayant
des ports de réception configurés pour être couplés
aux seconds ports T ou aux premiers ports T.

12. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 2 à 8,
le dispositif de communication sans fil étant apte à
fonctionner selon un mode double émission à double
fréquence et le circuit radiofréquence (30) compre-
nant logiquement quatre circuits émetteurs et huit
circuits récepteurs ;
le circuit radiofréquence (30) comprenant physique-
ment au moins deux modules de circuits
indépendants ;
les au moins deux modules de circuits indépendants
ayant au moins l’un d’un port d’émission-réception
et d’un port d’émission qui sont configurés pour être
couplés aux premiers ports T ; et
les au moins deux modules de circuits indépendants
ayant des ports de réception configurés pour être
couplés aux seconds ports T ou aux premiers ports
T.

13. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la reven-
dication 12, dans lequel
au moins l’un des deux modules de circuits indépen-
dants inclut deux amplificateurs de puissance (PA)
et les deux PA sont aptes à fonctionner sur des ban-
des de fréquence différentes.

14. Système radiofréquence, comprenant un système
d’antennes (20), un circuit radiofréquence (30) et le
commutateur multivoie (10) selon la revendication 1.
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